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Abstract 
This paper explores the notion of non-cooperation by a robot or an intelligent agent within a HARMS hybrid-team project. There 
is surprisingly little research on this topic which should actually acquire a considerable urgency in the light of cyber security and 
threats. To understand non-cooperation, one has to define cooperation more substantively than it has been done. We approach 
non-cooperation on the basis of a rule-based, non-statistical, semantical approach, where meaning is viewed comprehensively, 
approximating human comprehension, at a practical grain size that humans used to communicate, rather than selectively on the 
basis of what is easy to formalize. To the extent the reader is new to or familiar with semantics, the paper can be read as a 
position paper or an implementation outline because, of course, most position papers are a little bit of both. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper is based on a position that robotics in general and cooperative robotics/cooperative intelligent agent 
systems cannot exist without an assumption that not all players play nicely with each other. To this extend we export 
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our knowledge of broad-based information security into this field of non-cooperative robotics. Our research in 
robotic intelligence emerged, as a first experiment in porting our ontological semantic approach to computational 
semantics into this new area, a few years after our transformative venture of natural language information assurance 
and security1. The fit with robotic intelligence turned out to be near-perfect because of the immediate connection to 
Eric Matson’s M2M Lab’s hybrid-team effort resulting in HARMS: a grand theoretical schema of projects involving 
humans, (intelligent) agents/avatars, robots, machines, and sensors, interacting (and this was our contribution to the 
2011 Summer School in Humanoid Robotics at Purdue) in natural language. A number of projects have been and are 
being implemented in HARMS as the ongoing research continues, with the first graduates flowing into industry and 
academia. Since 2011, we have published together and separately, with and without other student and faculty 
collaborators, on the entire HARMS enterprise, its semantic aspect as related to “something very much like 
consciousness,” and most recently on the semantic implementation2,3,4,5,6. 
Throughout the HARMS work, it was premised on the principle of intelligent cooperation among all autonomous 
agents, often to the point of indistinguishability between human and non-human contributions to HARMS 
communications: “who said this, Bob or DXYZ623-bis?” In those earlier publications, we looked at the basic 
research work on principles of cooperation, such as7,8.9.10,11,12,13,14,15, and discovered that most of them were published 
decades ago, focusing on humans as agents. The few ventures into computational agents tended to be tentative and 
aspiring towards first-order-logic based formalizations, which—often elegant as they are—remain quite far from 
substantive implementations16,17,18,19,20. We need to go further in for both theoretical and practical concerns: we want 
to be able to assess and to reconfirm cooperation as a form of control and supervision as well as providing security. 
We have always been concerned with robotic security and found most robotics to be rather remarkably unconcerned 
with it, making it very easy to hack the process of communication. To detect non-cooperation, we must be able to 
tell it from cooperation, and that requires a deeper and more substantive, instrumental, methodological, and 
technological notion of it. 
 
2. Computer/Robotic Cooperation and Non-Cooperation 
 
My laptop and my printer can be unnecessarily described as cooperating when I press the Print button with my 
cursor or send the Print command from the command line. And if I did not do it right or there is a bug in the 
software or the US national grid is down, there will be no printout. The non-cooperation is pretty easy to discern 
then. It is just as simple to detect human non-cooperation when the work is done from a seat at the assembly line: a 
worker hanging out by the coke machine may be not tightening up that particular screw at the car chassis. A non-
moving robotic arm, programmed for one operation, is not functioning either.  
What is interesting and significant to discuss is intentional cooperation among autonomous agents, each capable 
of performing several operations and deciding when and where to perform it. Humans do it because of their natural 
or coerced intention to achieve a certain result. Computers and robots use a code to simulate those intentions. The 
task corresponds to a certain activity. In a non-homogeneous environment, if implemented by several agents it is 
divided by several of them each contributing a part corresponding to their skills or functionalities. The first time 
around, the obligations can be divided by the supervisor but, later on, a habit may make the discussion of who does 
what when unnecessary. A rigidly divided procedure, without any substitutions or redundancies, is trivially 
cooperative, and it is very hard to sabotage it unnoticeably. It is, therefore, important to establish cooperation or lack 
thereof when it is not trivial. 
In a less rigorous, human-like system, with options and substitutions, an agent may perform its legitimate 
function out of turn or when it is not the nearest to the task. It may do it too often, at the expense of something else. 
It may systematically opt to do what it is less well qualified rather than the unique operation it performs best. Such a 
system is characterized by the following properties: 
 
• It has more than one autonomous agent 
• It has at least one but typically several multifunctional and mutually replaceable agents 
• The procedure is implemented optimally but not necessarily in any rigidly algorithmic way 
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The options, such as which agent gets to perform an operation may be decided contextually on the basis of 
several, possibly hierarchically arranged parameters, such as which agent does it better and/or faster. Which is the 
nearest to it, which has more charge left, etc. 
Cooperation of this class of complexity is worth researching and programming. Non-cooperation of this 
complexity is a significant to detect often even for humans, and it is definitely worth figuring it out computationally. 
In fact, among humans, it often amounts to the hardest forensic task to resolve, that of inside treason. In the next two 
sections, we will sketch out two solutions paths for it, one for the current stage of the resources in ontological 
semantic technology and the other for the immediate future which is already pressing on the entire task and industry 
of natural language processing applications, including, of course, cybersecurity. 
3. Cognition Represented 
This paper, as all of our work, is a cognitive enterprise. We need to understand the nature, substance of a 
phenomena, analyze it structurally, express this knowledge in machine language, and to model it computationally. 
We know and respect statistics, so we understand that this cannot be done statistically: some clear soup may be 
consumed with the help of a fork but no matter how fine the fork is or what large numbers are involved in cycling it, 
this is not the right instrument for eating soup, and most of it will escape capturing.. This might be the most 
important reason why semantics has not really entered the world of robotics. 
Let us assume, for one long paragraph, a total naiveté about semantics on the part of the current audience (the 
others, please skip to the next paragraph). Semantics deals with meaning. Meaning reflects our knowledge of the 
word. Language is a system of labeling and interrelating elements of that knowledge. In what is misleadingly termed 
semantics in most current natural language processing, some labels are manually and randomly assigned to a few 
select items, and this is added to a reasonably standard machine-learning enterprise. The cognitive gain is small to 
insignificant. What is missing is something that panicked and paralyzed the early transformational generative 
semanticists back in the 1960s21, namely, a nascent realization that to represent the meaning of every sentence one 
must represent our entire knowledge of the world. And yet, it is inescapable. Rather than panicking and trying to 
dance around the task, partially, taxonomically, or statistically, the challenge is to devise a reliable and feasible way 
of doing it. We have preached and practiced the ontological approach, creating, acquiring, discovering a property-
rich ontology where both events and objects are linked together via a few hundred properties. 
The acquisition and testing are supported by a computational environment which guides a human acquirer into 
answering well-formulated questions on the acquirer’s prominent area of competence, his or her understanding of 
what words and sentences mean. The environment captures, structuralizes, formalizes, and computes human 
intuition. This is a perfect tool for the cognition soup22,23,24,25. Cognition expresses knowledge in conceptual terms, 
and the concepts are defined with mathematical precision as nodes in a logical lattice, thus superseding the 
seductiveness of the simplistic first-order, or description logic. 
The availability of a well-developed language-independent ontology, with several thousand nodes and an easy 
possibility for expansion, as well as the language-specific (e.g., English) lexicon, where every sense of every word is 
defined via ontological concepts and their properties, already allows: 
 
• interpret every English sentence ontologically, and additionally, 
• express every piece of knowledge in the same conceptual terms independently of the mode in which it is 
expressed. 
4. Goal Congruency as an Approximation of Result-Achieving Intention 
We are now ready to get into the business of solving the cognitive task in hand. How do we determine that a 
robot R or an agent A are non-cooperative? How do we determine that a human member of an all-human team is not 
cooperative. We observe and interpret his or her behavior, review its results, and relate it to the whole project. To 
perceive and to assess, we must acquire a cognitive ability to represent information, and the ontological semantic 
technology (OST) presents us with the resources and software to do that. 
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The next question, which is central to the technology, is what detectable semantic resources need to be 
interpreted to achieve the determination. If a joint project for a group of humans is a day flight from New York to 
Boston, then each member of the group must first show up at a New York airport, which may not be the same but 
must have a flight to Boston, possibly arriving to Logan roughly at the same time. An ontological semantic text 
meaning representation (TMR) of the New York airport arrival can be conceptualized as text meaning representation 
of an English sentence such as Bob arrived to JFK at 7:30 am on Wednesday, or 
 
arrive 
 agent Bob 
 instrument  automobile, subway, railroad (, bicycle, feet) 
 source  home, hotel 
 time  9 am 
 date  Wednesday 
 
If Bob fails to arrive there at that time he will miss the flight to Boston and, therefore, will not be cooperative. 
However, we can determine that only if we possess the knowledge of what is supposed to happen next, namely, 
boarding the plane to Boston. In plain words, we must know the final or at least a subsequent goal in order to figure 
out if a preliminary goal is met, such that if it is not the subsequent goal is defeated. Goal is one of the properties in 
the OST ontology, and a more complete TMR of the situation is, then: 
 
arrive 
 agent Bob 
 instrument  automobile, subway, railroad (, bicycle, feet) 
 source  home, hotel 
 time  9 am 
 date  Wednesday 
 goal  fly 
    agent  Bob 
    instrument airplane 
    source  NY airport 
    destination Boston airport 
    goal  tour 
    duration  day 
 
Clearly, the TMR may be easily extended to include every participant as agent, complete the itinerary in Boston 
and, similarly, to arrival to specify the departure back to New York and return to the original source, such as home. 
Allowing for all variations here, depending on individual circumstances, we observe one constant feature, namely, 
the coordination of goals among arrival, departure and everything in between. The failure to achieve any preliminary 
goal disrupts the procedure. This is our definition of non-cooperation (as well as that of cooperation: avoiding any 
such failure). Let us define goal congruency thusly: 
 
congruent (goal1, goal2): achieve(goal2) iff achieve(goal1) 
 
The relationship is clearly transitive, and in a complex project, there may be a number of long congruent 
sequences of goals, all meeting in the final goal, so it is all right to see that graph as a goal tree. The graph nature of 
the situation will offer additional mathematical advantages. Ontologically, one can think of various ways of 
achieving goals and diverse congruency relations but the principle remains the same: making sure, computationally, 
that every early goal is achieved to determine if an agent is cooperative. The determination of non-cooperation may 
be the final step in this procedure but it is only the beginning of a forensic investigation but the principle of the 
approach remains the same: relying on a certain ontological property to determine cooperation or lack thereof, and 
this is achievable at the current stage of OST implementation. 
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5. Using Ontological Scripts to Assess Robotic Cooperation or Non-Cooperation 
Note that the congruent goals in the tour trip examples are arranged temporally: the previous goal needs to be 
achieved in order for the process with the later goal to start. In other words, a passenger must arrive to the airport 
before boarding a plane. There are many other processes inside projects that are organized the same way. But there 
are also many projects that are divided among its agents differently because agents may work on different parts of 
the project and/or specialize according to their functionalities. An agent, including a robot, may assemble parts of a 
house or another constructed object; he/she/it may transport parts from place to place; it may paint a part before 
assembling it, etc. 
The way human planners supervise projects is dividing them into component parts and assigning the duties to 
different (groups of) agents. This brings up the underexplored notion of script. Introduced decades ago and 
somewhat explored in psychology and business, it was successfully applied to the study of verbal humor26,27,28 but 
has not yet been sufficiently tightened up and formalized for computational usage. A script is an ordered and/or 
logically connected set of events, such that each component contributes to the whole script and may be used to 
evoke it. Thus, in a bankruptcy29, a missed payroll or an urgent high-interest loan application from a shark may 
strongly imply an insufficiency of funds: in fact, large corporations still hire a large number of expensive human 
efforts to determine, on a daily basis, the financial health of their hundreds or thousands of partners, such as 
supplier, buyers, and service providers. 
Various household routines are scripted, such as meals, outings, games, etc. In each script, the goals are 
reasonably clearly determined for each component, and the congruent goal pairs are structured into sequences 
accordingly. Cooperation is still governed by the congruency relationship above but it is harder to determine that in 
a simple temporal set. Now, at the current stage of robotics, many robots have very limited functionalities and seem 
to inhabit very small domains. We have actually illustrated elsewhere that the “primitive” nature of ontologies for 
such robots is an illusion because the general component of the ontology is always added to the limited 
functionalities. And yet, the establishment of goal congruency, established by the limited number of scripts, still 
makes the task of determining cooperation and detecting non-cooperation easier. 
The optimal way of combining script information with the OST ontology has yet to be determined. It is clear that 
the knowledge of scripts is an essential part of our knowledge of the world, and hence the computing devices and 
agents must have access to scripts all the time. Whether scripts should be somehow superimposed on the OST nodes 
or kept in a separate resource may be a matter of convenience, and yet it should be developed and organized pretty 
soon for real progress in computerizing cognitive tasks to take place. 
 
6. Conclusion and Future Work 
We are planning to work on further clarification and enrichment for the processes of cooperation and of detecting 
non-cooperation as the CHARMS initiative and robotic intelligence continue to involve. We are particularly hopeful 
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